Self-revision

Description

Reviewing your own text is like hanging up a bulky painting—without some help and critical distance, it’s nearly impossible to get things right.

Thankfully, however, a number of brilliant language artisans have devised tools and processes to consistently achieve quality, poise and balance in their work.

This all-day seminar explores crafty approaches that make all the difference, from sequence optimization to visual tracking, before moving on to English-specific issues, including punctuation, sentence structure, tricky terms, stylistic tweaks and more.

The day is packed with hands-on exercises so participants can immediately apply what they learn.

No hammer or nails required!

Trainer

Joachim Lépine, Certified Translator

Joachim Lépine, M.Ed., C.Tr., is the owner of Traductions LION and a lecturer at Université de Sherbrooke. He is also the founder of the Regroupement des langagiers de l’Estrie, the coordinator of the OTTIAQ Continuing Education Committee, and a seminar instructor on communication-related topics. His passion is for delivering outstanding translations while helping colleagues and clients to achieve new levels of excellence.